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Amy Knapp's The Very Busy 2020 Planner
You have hundreds of tasks, appointments, and ideas to juggle while giving your time to nurture and
bless your family and others. With features that have been refined over the ten years since it was first
introduced, the Homemaker's Friend Daily Planner helps you fight off that frazzled feeling and stay
focused each week. With good planning and God's grace and guidance, you can fill your role successfully
and take time for what matters most. Enjoy these features: Monthly spreads for long-range planning
Weekly spreads for sketching out an entire week day by day Perforated shopping lists Menu planner To-do
lists Untitled pages to customize for your projects Tabbed dividers A handy pocket inside the back cover
Purchase this planner and join thousands of other satisfied women who use it daily.

Flower Spirits
I'll Give You the Sunmeets True Detectivein this brilliant YA debut about saints, sisters, and learning
to let go. Tess da Costa is a saint-a hand-to-god, miracle-producing saint. At least that's what the
people in her hometown of New Avon, Massachusetts, seem to believe. And when Tess suddenly and
tragically passes away, her small city begins feverishly petitioning the Pope to make Tess's sainthood
official. Tess's mother is ecstatic over the fervor, while her sister Callie, the one who knew Tess
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best, is disgusted-overcome with the feeling that her sister is being stolen from her all over again.
The fervor for Tess's sainthood only grows when Ana Langone, a local girl who's been missing for six
months, is found alive at the foot of one of Tess's shrines. It's the final straw for Callie. With the
help of Tess's secret boyfriend Danny, Callie's determined to prove that Tess was something far more
important than a saint; she was her sister, her best friend and a girl in love with a boy. But Callie's
investigation uncovers much more than she bargained for-a hidden diary, old family secrets, and even the
disturbing truth behind Ana's kidnapping. Told in alternating perspectives, A Psalm for Lost Girlsis at
once funny, creepy and soulful-an impressive debut from a rising literary star.

Amy Knapp's Big Grid Family Organizer 2021 Calenda
The Daisy Children
Garden Party is a collection of charming sketches and quotes from artist Helen Dardik. Dardik's pen-andink drawings are replicated from her sketchbooks and interspersed with quotes from classic novels such
as Alice in Wonderland and The Secret Garden. Dardik's illustrations of girl-fairies, flora, and fauna
create a magical, dreamy world. Many of her characters are hybrid girl/plant creatures whose friends
include a menagerie of cats, dogs, and other critters. • Her illustrations are predominantly black-andwhite, with a limited palette of accent colors. • Aesthetic feels equal parts vintage Scandinavian
modern folk art and Japanese Kawaii culture, • Girl-powered and nature themed This is a charming, girlcentric book that is perfect for all occasions, whether it's a graduation or Mother's Day or simply for
yourself. The book's design is also a delight—it looks and feels like an actual sketchbook. • A perfect
book for teens, young adult women, and moms • Dardik's unique illustration style is at once elegant and
whimsical. • Great for those who loved In the Garden of My Dreams: The Art of Nathalie Lété by Nathalie
Lété. and How to Be a Wildflower by Katie Daisy

Meditations to Heal Your Life
_________________ 'Thank goodness for Katie Fforde, the perfect author to bring comfort in difficult
times. She really is the queen of uplifting, feel good romance.' AJ PEARCE _________________ Romance,
friendship, joy and the possibility of happy endings: the heartwarming new novel by #1 bestseller, Katie
Fforde. Lizzy has just arrived in London and is determined to make the best of her new life. Her mother
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may be keen that she should meet a Suitable Man and have a nice wedding in the country, but Lizzy is
determined to have some fun first. It is 1963 and London is beginning to swing as Lizzie cuts her hair,
buys a new dress with a fashionably short hemline, and moves to a grand but rundown house in Belgravia
with two of her best friends. Soon Lizzie's life is so exciting that she has forgotten all about her
mother's marriage plans for her. All she can think about is that the young man she is falling in love
with appears to be engaged to someone else _________________ 'Katie's books are so full of warmth and
charm and I always hear her voice telling me the story. She is the absolute queen of feel-good escapism
with lovely, quirky characters and an ahhhh factor at the end. Reading a Katie Fforde is like getting in
a lovely hot bath with scented oils and relaxing salt.' JANE WENHAM-JONES _________________ The whole
world loves Katie Fforde's work: 'Like a good wedding, it will leave you wiping away the tears' SUNDAY
EXPRESS 'Modern-day Austen. Great fun' RED 'Katie's writing is life-enhancing and, like the love
affairs, delicious. I enjoyed every minute!' ELIZABETH BUCHAN 'Top-drawer romantic escapism' DAILY MAIL
'Warm, brilliant and full of love' HEAT 'Delicious - gorgeous humour and the lightest of touches' SUNDAY
TIMES 'Effortlessly lovable, warm and fun' CLOSER 'Curl up on the sofa with this book and dream
delightful' THE LADY 'Deliciously enjoyable' WOMAN AND HOME 'Uplifting and delightful' HOT BRANDS COOL
PLACES

Mom's Family Desk Planner
This beautiful set of colored pencils features 10 rich hues, each complemented by a unique barrel
design, sure to inspire seekers and creatives in all of their colorful pursuits.

Rae
Made Out of Stars
It's a lovely sunny day in the magical land of Friendship Forest. Lily and Jess and their animal friends
are having lots of summer fun - until wicked witch Grizelda casts an icy spell! Can tabby kitten Katie
Prettywhiskers help the girls save the beautiful Shimmer Lake from being frozen over?

Katie the Kitten Fairy
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A steadfast old barn shows she’s sturdy enough to save the day. Beam by beam and board by board, Bess
the barn is built by able hands to keep the farm’s animals safe and sound. Through many seasons and
celebrations, that’s just what she does, until she starts to sagand creakand slump. Then new everything
comes along: a new farmer and a shiny new barn. A mean storm arrives not far behind, putting both barns
to a dangerous test—can old Bess weather this threat to the farm? Bess opens her doors wide, welcoming
all to celebrate the year-round ups and downs of farm life and admire the enduring strength and
importance of something made to last.

Beautiful Animals
For the plant-obsessed woman of any age, this humorous, illustrated little book celebrates the devotion
and quirky habits plants inspire. You know you’re a crazy plant lady when watering is a hobby, you can’t
resist a cute pot, and just looking at succulents and monsteras makes you smile. This charming
celebration of the plant lady lifestyle proves that plant love is the joy that keeps growing. There are
sweet puns: Aloe you vera much. Plant lady dreams: thrifting the perfect vintage mister. Relatable
mantras: Every day is a good day to go plant shopping. All featuring vibrant art by Isabel Serna
throughout—plus, a bonus sheet of plant-themed stickers!

Bess the Barn Stands Strong
Painting can be so much more than a mere hobby - it can be a vehicle transforming your mind, body, and
spirit! Painting and bravely embracing the challenges of creativity sparks a revolution that involves
heart, creativity, courage, and trust! Artistic pursuits such as painting have the power to soothe,
heal, and connect a person to their truest self. For author Flora Bowley, making art and expressing
herself creatively have always served as potent forms of personal evolution and holistic healing.
Creative Revolution is the reader's key to unlocking the door to their own personal journey while making
beautiful art. Creative Revolution is the culmination of Flora's life's work as an artist, offering
guidance for others to embrace their authentic selves through paint. She has taught more than sixty
workshops since she wrote her first book, Brave Intuitive Painting, and has witnessed miraculous things
when people engage with the intuitive painting process. Creative Revolution is the next best thing to
taking a course from Flora. Many readers and students can't help but exclaim, "This was about so much
more than painting!" After reading Creative Revolution, readers will have a deeper connection to their
intuition, increased confidence to make bolder choices, freedom to let go and explore various options,
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an understanding that everything is transformable, the trust that it will all work out in the end, and a
renewed sense that creating can be fun and playful. All of this powerful transformation begins with
paint. Flora has been writing and reflecting on these transformational aspects of the creative process
for years. Creative Revolution is an insightful and practical guide for realizing the transformational
power of fully embracing your creativity.

A Psalm for Lost Girls
Friends Sam and Katie try to help a stray dog and, in the process, bring their neighbors closer
together. Includes a recipe for dog biscuits.

Katie Daisy 2019-2020 Planner
Rachel and Kristy return a kitten who seems to have magic powers to Katie the kitten fairy and discover
that Jack Frost has been stealing magic pets that belong to the other Pet Fairies in Fairyland as well.

How to Be a Wildflower
Inspired by true events, in Sofia Grant’s powerfully moving new novel a young woman peels back the
layers of her family’s history, discovering a tragedy in the past that explains so much of the present.
This unforgettable story is one of hope, healing, and the discovery of truth. Sometimes the untold
stories of the past are the ones we need to hear When Katie Garrett gets the unexpected news that she’s
received an inheritance from the grandmother she hardly knew, it couldn’t have come at a better time.
She flees Boston—and her increasingly estranged husband—and travels to rural Texas. There, she’s greeted
by her distant cousin Scarlett. Friendly, flamboyant, eternally optimistic, Scarlett couldn’t be more
different from sensible Katie. And as they begin the task of sorting through their grandmother’s
possessions, they discover letters and photographs that uncover the hidden truths about their shared
history, and the long-forgotten tragedy of the New London school explosion of 1937 that binds them. .

Desert Dreams
Liverpool, 1935. Kathy Kelling is coming home to Daisy Street from her first day at the High School,
longing to tell her friend, Jane, all about it. Then her brother, Billy, has a serious accident and
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Kathy's schooling is in jeopardy. The Kellings' life becomes a
so Mrs Kelling takes in lodgers since she's determined Kathy's
Norfolk, young Alec Hewitt has problems of his own. A farmer's
Sea, one terrible night will change his life forever. Then War
blonde and bubbly Jane to whom Alec is attracted

struggle; Billy needs constant attention
schooling must not suffer. Meanwhile, in
son, living within yards of the North
comes and Alec and Kathy meet, but it's

Harry Potter 2020-2021 Weekly Planner
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay
mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a vampire? When
you loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight,
when doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not give
it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and
nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her
intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a
tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent
choice to either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has
become the thread from which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated
conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic
epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward
told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to
climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times

2021 Daily Planner
Bring a magical touch to your studies with this weekly planner inspired by the Harry Potter films.
Following the 2020–2021 academic calendar (July–June), this planner shows one week per spread, offering
students plenty of room to track and record homework reminders, test dates, study sessions, and more.
Featuring elegant graphics and imagery from the films throughout, this planner also includes a sheet of
sticker tabs, a ribbon marker, an elastic enclosure, and a pocket for storing keepsakes and mementos.

A Wedding in the Country
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Adopt a spontaneous, bold, and fearless approach to painting as a process of discovery—one that results
in lush and colorful finished works that will beg to be displayed. This inspiring and encouraging book
for both novice and experienced painters teaches how to create colorful, exciting, expressive paintings
through a variety of techniques, combining basic, practical painting principles with innovative personal
self-expression. Flora S. Bowley's fun and forgiving approach to painting is based on the notion that
“You don't begin with a preconceived painting in mind; you allow the painting to unfold.” Illustrating
how to work in layers, Flora gives you the freedom to cover up, re-start, wipe away, and change courses
many times along the way. Unexpected and unique compositions, color combinations, and subject matter
appear as you allow your paintings to emerge in an organic, unplanned way while working from a place of
curiosity and letting go of fear. —Learn techniques for working with vibrant color and avoiding mud.
—Make rich and varied marks with a variety of unexpected tools. —Break compositional rules. —Embrace
nonattachment as a way to keep exploring. —Keep momentum by moving your body and staying positive. —Work
with what's working to let go of struggle. —Connect more deeply to the world around you to stay
inspired. —Embrace layers to create rich complex paintings. —Find rhythm by spiraling between chaos and
order.

Clutterfree with Kids
The New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice The flâneur is the quintessentially masculine figure of
privilege and leisure who strides the capitals of the world with abandon. But it is the flâneuse who
captures the imagination of the cultural critic Lauren Elkin. In her wonderfully gender-bending new
book, the flâneuse is a “determined, resourceful individual keenly attuned to the creative potential of
the city and the liberating possibilities of a good walk.” Virginia Woolf called it “street haunting”;
Holly Golightly epitomized it in Breakfast at Tiffany’s; and Patti Smith did it in her own inimitable
style in 1970s New York. Part cultural meander, part memoir, Flâneuse takes us on a distinctly
cosmopolitan jaunt that begins in New York, where Elkin grew up, and transports us to Paris via Venice,
Tokyo, and London, all cities in which she’s lived. We are shown the paths beaten by such flâneuses as
the cross-dressing nineteenth-century novelist George Sand, the Parisian artist Sophie Calle, the
wartime correspondent Martha Gellhorn, and the writer Jean Rhys. With tenacity and insight, Elkin
creates a mosaic of what urban settings have meant to women, charting through literature, art, history,
and film the sometimes exhilarating, sometimes fraught relationship that women have with the metropolis.
Called “deliciously spiky and seditious” by The Guardian, Flâneuse will inspire you to light out for the
great cities yourself.
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Creative Revolution
Blue Daisy
Pairing Steven N Meyers x-ray photographs of flowers with new age inspirational messages. Similar to
Gift of Friendship.

The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo
Join Rachel and Kirsty on their sweetest-ever fairy adventure! Rae the Rollercoaster Fairy makes sure
that rollercoasters everywhere are lots of fun. But when Jack Frost steals her magical object, she's in
for a bumpy ride! Can Kirsty and Rachel help get things running smoothly again?

Summer of the Monkeys
Children add joy, purpose, and meaning to our lives. They provide optimism, hope, and love. They bring
smiles, laughter, and energy into our homes. They also add clutter. As parents, balancing life and
managing clutter may appear impossible—or at the very least, never-ending. But what if there was a
better way to live? Clutterfree with Kids offers a new perspective and fresh approach to overcoming
clutter. With helpful insights, the book serves as a valuable resource for parents. Through practical
application and inspirational stories, Clutterfree with Kids invites us to change our thinking, discover
new habits, and free our homes. It invites us to reevaluate our lives. And it just may inspire you to
live the life you’ve been searching for all along.

Flâneuse
Meera Lee Patel's first guided journal, Start Where You Are, inspired thousands of readers through a
rare combination of stunning watercolour art and thoughtful, empowering prompts and quotations. Made Out
of Stars will pick up the journey once more, encouraging readers to recognize and embrace what makes
them truly special. A booster shot of self-care when you need it most, this beautiful, intimate book
will be a touchstone for anyone looking to better understand themselves so they can clear out the noise
and be who they are.
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Brave Intuitive Painting-Let Go, Be Bold, Unfold!
My Friend Fear
A Book That Takes Its Time
Hurrah for Gin
A fresh perspective, an outdoor exploration, a new adventure about to begin—How to Be a Wildflower is
the book to celebrate these and other wide-open occasions. Encouraging self-discovery through encounters
with nature, beloved artist Katie Daisy brings her beautiful paintings and lettering to this collection
of things to do and make, quotes, meditations, natural history, and more. A recipe for strawberry
rhubarb pie, a prompt to hike by the light of the moon, a place to press flowers: every page inside the
charming textured two-piece case invites readers to wander, gather, savor, and ponder the natural world
around them. For every wild and free spirit—and those who aspire to be—this is a field guide to living
life to the fullest.

Fat Daisy
"Let’s not mince words. This is a great book. Truly difficult to put down sophisticated, smart and
uncomfortable, and the story is cracking." – Lionel Shriver, Washington Post "Startlingly goodOsborne
has been described as an heir to Graham Greene, and he shares with Greene an interest in what might be
called the moral thriller.” – Katie Kitamura, New York Times Book Review "A seductively menacing new
thriller by Lawrence Osbornewho unites Graham Greene’s fondness for foreign soil with Patricia
Highsmith’s fascination with the nastier coils of the human psyche.” –NPR’s “Fresh Air" FINANCIAL TIMES
SUMMER PICK 2017 GUARDIAN BEST HOLIDAY READS 2017 On a hike during a white-hot summer break on the Greek
island of Hydra, Naomi and Samantha make a startling discovery: a man named Faoud, sleeping heavily,
exposed to the elements, but still alive. Naomi, the daughter of a wealthy British art collector who has
owned a villa in the exclusive hills for decades, convinces Sam, a younger American girl on vacation
with her family, to help this stranger. As the two women learn more about the man, a migrant from Syria
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and a casualty of the crisis raging across the Aegean Sea, their own burgeoning friendship intensifies.
But when their seemingly simple plan to help Faoud unravels all must face the horrific consequences they
have set in motion. In this brilliant psychological study of manipulation and greed, Lawrence Osborne
explores the dark heart of friendship, and shows just how often the road to hell is paved with the best
of intentions.

Bibliophile 12-month 2021 Planner
It's a calendar, a planner, and so much more. Combining organizational finesse with zesty Boynton
illustrations, "Mom's Family Desk Planner" goes everywhere and anywhere Mom does. And now this planner
runs a full 16 months, beginning boldly when school starts in September 2008, and ending gracefully on
New Year's Eve 2009. On the lefthand side of each spread is an emissary from the Boynton menagerie to
brighten your week (a cat, a rhino, a penguin, the obligatory cow). On the righthand side, there's a
week-at-a-glance grid with two generously-sized write-in columns, one for Mom's schedule, one for the
family's comings and goings. Section 2 of the desk planner features space for important phone numbers
from doctors to school contacts to restaurants. Then there are tear-out grocery and to-do lists, and
some extra pages for scribbling down important and/or inconsequential things. And stickers! Put them on
special dates, or perhaps use them to lavishly decorate your tax return. After all, Moms need to have
fun too."

Crazy Plant Lady
Louise shares her philosophy of life on a multitude of subjects fromaddictions to fears to spiritual
laws, and everything in between. Her loving insights will enrich you body, mind, and soul, while giving
you practical knowledge to apply to your day-to-day life.

Breaking Dawn
From the author of the beloved classic Where the Red Fern Grows comes a timeless adventure about a boy
who discovers a tree full of monkeys. The last thing fourteen-year-old Jay Berry Lee expects to find
while trekking through the Ozark Mountains of Oklahoma is a tree full of monkeys. But then Jay learns
from his grandpa that the monkeys have escaped from a traveling circus, and there’s a big reward for the
person who finds and returns them. His family could really use the money, so Jay sets off, determined to
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catch them. But by the end of the summer, Jay will have learned a lot more than he bargained for—and not
just about monkeys. From the beloved author of Where the Red Fern Grows comes another memorable
adventure novel filled with heart, humor, and excitement. Honors and Praise for Wilson Rawls’ Where the
Red Fern Grows: A School Library Journal Top 100 Children’s Novel An NPR Must-Read for Kids Ages 9 to 14
Winner of 4 State Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “A rewarding book . . . [with] careful, precise
observation, all of it rightly phrased.” —The New York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of
children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book
has missed out on an important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An
exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal

Garden Party
Kids and parents alike will love the fun alliteration, charming illustrations and powerful message
tucked inside the pages of ”Penny the Peculiar Penguin!” (Think Dr. Seuss meets Veggie Tales!) “It’s
awesome!” -Elijah L. age 4 What’s the book about? Penny is a peculiar penguin, and she’s particularly
good at problem solving. When she discovers that Peter the Panda is having a problem on the playground,
she asks her friends to patiently wait while she helps him, despite their persistent pleading. Find out
how Penny and Peter solve the problem with the help of their principal, Miss Puffin. Who is the book
for? “Penny the Peculiar Penguin” is best suited for kids age 4-12, but with an enhanced vocabulary and
fun alliteration, older kids and parents will enjoy reading it just as much! Discover a world of new
vocabulary words with your child when you read through “Penny’s Page of Vocab for Little People,” a
bonus included in the back of the book! What makes Penny a peculiar penguin?? Penny’s character was
created based on the truths found in the book of Proverbs. Penny chooses to seek wisdom. She strives to
always do the right thing, no matter what others are doing or saying. Her heart and mind are focused on
what God says is right, not on what’s cool or popular. She is different because she does not follow the
crowd, but rather God’s best plan for her life. As Penny strives to live out God’s wisdom in a joyful
way, it positively impacts many others! Penny is always learning and growing! “We fell in love with
sweet Penny very quickly and look forward to applying the lessons she learns to our everyday lives. We
hope there will be more books about Penny and her adventures!” -Kaylene Y.

Down Daisy Street
Patel takes us deep into her artistic vision and emotional journey using a mix of personal reflections,
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inspirational quotes, questions for reflection, and breathtaking watercolor visuals. She views fear as
guideposts lighting the way to what we really want in life, offering opportunities to make big changes,
to discover the remarkable potential inside ourselves. -- adapted from publisher's info.

Penny the Peculiar Penguin
The perfect gift, this book is not a how-to guide. It won't tell you how to get your baby to sleep, how
to deal with toddler tantrums, how to be a good parent, a cool parent, or even a renegade parent. It's a
book about parenting that contains absolutely no useful advice whatsoever. Instead, Hurrah for Gin
shares beautifully honest anecdotes and illustrations from the parenting front line that demonstrate it
is perfectly possible to love your children with the whole of your heart while finding them incredibly
irritating at the same time. From pregnancy to starting school, Hurrah for Gin takes you through the
exciting, frustrating, infuriating, and wonderful whirlwind of parenthood, offering solidarity and a
friendly hug after a tough day. Best served with gin.

Amy Knapp's The Very Busy 2021 Planner
Katie Daisy 2020-2021 Planner
With Love, Adventure, and Wildflowers Notes
Take time to breathe. Take time to create. Take time to reflect, take time to let go. A book that’s
unique in the way it mixes reading and doing, A Book That Takes Its Time is like a mindfulness retreat
between two covers. Created in partnership with Flow, the groundbreaking international magazine that
celebrates creativity, beautiful illustration, a love of paper, and life’s little pleasures, A Book That
Takes Its Time mixes articles, inspiring quotes, and what the editors call “goodies”—bound-in cards,
mini-journals, stickers, posters, blank papers for collaging, and more—giving it a distinctly
handcrafted, collectible feeling. Read about the benefits of not multitasking, then turn to “The Joy of
One Thing at a Time Notebook” tucked into the pages. After a short piece on the power of slowing down,
fill in the designed notecards for a Beautiful Moments jar. Make a personal timeline. Learn the art of
hand-lettering. Dig into your Beginner’s Mind. Embrace the art of quitting. Take the writing cure. And
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always smile. Move slowly and with intention through A Book That Takes Its Time, and discover that sweet
place where life can be both thoughtful and playful.

Katie Prettywhiskers to the Rescue
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the author of Daisy Jones & The Six—an entrancing and “wildly addictive
journey of a reclusive Hollywood starlet” (PopSugar) as she reflects on her relentless rise to the top
and the risks she took, the loves she lost, and the long-held secrets the public could never imagine.
Aging and reclusive Hollywood movie icon Evelyn Hugo is finally ready to tell the truth about her
glamorous and scandalous life. But when she chooses unknown magazine reporter Monique Grant for the job,
no one is more astounded than Monique herself. Why her? Why now? Monique is not exactly on top of the
world. Her husband has left her, and her professional life is going nowhere. Regardless of why Evelyn
has selected her to write her biography, Monique is determined to use this opportunity to jumpstart her
career. Summoned to Evelyn’s luxurious apartment, Monique listens in fascination as the actress tells
her story. From making her way to Los Angeles in the 1950s to her decision to leave show business in the
‘80s, and, of course, the seven husbands along the way, Evelyn unspools a tale of ruthless ambition,
unexpected friendship, and a great forbidden love. Monique begins to feel a very real connection to the
legendary star, but as Evelyn’s story near its conclusion, it becomes clear that her life intersects
with Monique’s own in tragic and irreversible ways. “Heartbreaking, yet beautiful” (Jamie Blynn, Us
Weekly), The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo is “Tinseltown drama at its finest” (Redbook): a mesmerizing
journey through the splendor of old Hollywood into the harsh realities of the present day as two women
struggle with what it means—and what it costs—to face the truth.

Wanderlust and Wildflowers: 10 Colored Pencils
Fat Daisy, a 16-pound Chihuahua who outgrew her teacup after the birth of her four puppies, has been
struggling to regain her toy figure ever since. But what this girl lacks in the lean and mean
department, she more than makes up for with attitude, self-acceptance, and a bottomless appetite for
life. Move over, canine fitness gurus. Fat Daisy has waddled onto the scene! No matter how many postholiday workouts you blew off in January, or whether or not you actually made it into that yellow polka
dot bikini this summer, Fat Daisy: Inner Beauty Secrets from a Real Dog is here to help you feel doggone
great! This bigger-than-life Chihuahua has experienced the belt-over blues, the heartache of upper thigh
spread, and the retirement of even her largest doggie sweaters. When treatless fad diets and radical
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running regimens failed, Fat Daisy discovered her own inner beauty secrets: a confidence-building,
positive-self-image-bolstering, humor-honing fitness program with a double helping of unconditional
love. No matter what your collar size or the width of your doggie door, Fat Daisy delivers a fullfigured and fabulous philosophy that picks you up, cheers you on, and reminds you to count your
blessings instead of your calories, one Fat Daisy at a time.
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